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"Mylene Fernandez offers us a magnificent gift. Her story of lost love and the difficult pursuit of literature is
at the same time an X-ray of life in Havana, set in a present where glimpses of the future have not yet
arrived."—Leonardo Padura, author of The Man Who Loved Dogs and the Mario Conde novels of Havana

In contemporary Havana, "Do I stay or do I go?" is always the question, and love doesn't necessarily conquer
all.

A cautious, reserved professor of Spanish Literature, Marian has no idea that her quiet life is about to be
turned upside down. When she's asked to review the work of a young, ambitious first-time novelist, she
meets Daniel, and their love affair leads her to question both the choices she's made so far in her life and the
opportunities she might yet still have.

Theirs is the story of an intense and impossible love, set in today's Havana, a city where there can be no
plans, where chance is the order of the day and a fierce sense of loyalty and pride coexists with the desire to
live beyond the island's isolation.

"The fresh panorama of Cuban society today is painted without taboos or constraints, with a faith in human
possibilities, and above all with a courage that stems from what is most legitimate and durable in
ourselves."—Nancy Morejón, author of Looking Within: Selected Poems and Piedra Pulida

"A Corner of the World is about desires and dreams, and, of course, about love."—Achy Obejas, author of
Days of Awe and Ruins

"Like the best of Truman Capote, another master of the short novel, Mylene Fernández gives us a cast of
unforgettable characters: contradictory, complex, and human."—Fernando Pérez, director of Suite Habana,
Life Is to Whistle, and Madagascar

"To read this book is to encounter one of the best and most intimate works of Cuban literature of the 21st
century."—Mabel Cuesta, author of Cuba post-soviética: un cuerpo narrado en clave de mujer

"A sad, erotic, tender, and sometimes ironic tale of passion and desertion. … the city becomes a co-
protagonist, a confidante, a point of departure and return, and of waiting."—Senel Paz, novelist and
screenwriter of Strawberry and Chocolate, Things I Left in Havana, and In the Sky with Diamonds
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From reader reviews:

Raymond Custer:

Now a day people that Living in the era wherever everything reachable by talk with the internet and the
resources included can be true or not involve people to be aware of each details they get. How people have to
be smart in acquiring any information nowadays? Of course the answer then is reading a book. Studying a
book can help folks out of this uncertainty Information specifically this A Corner of the World book since
this book offers you rich info and knowledge. Of course the info in this book hundred % guarantees there is
no doubt in it everbody knows.

Jerry Petrus:

Nowadays reading books become more than want or need but also get a life style. This reading practice give
you lot of advantages. The huge benefits you got of course the knowledge your information inside the book
this improve your knowledge and information. The knowledge you get based on what kind of book you read,
if you want send more knowledge just go with training books but if you want sense happy read one having
theme for entertaining for example comic or novel. The A Corner of the World is kind of reserve which is
giving the reader unpredictable experience.

Kevin Masterson:

The book A Corner of the World will bring that you the new experience of reading any book. The author
style to clarify the idea is very unique. If you try to find new book to learn, this book very appropriate to you.
The book A Corner of the World is much recommended to you you just read. You can also get the e-book
through the official web site, so you can easier to read the book.

Malcolm Moser:

What is your hobby? Have you heard in which question when you got students? We believe that that issue
was given by teacher to the students. Many kinds of hobby, All people has different hobby. So you know that
little person just like reading or as studying become their hobby. You need to understand that reading is very
important in addition to book as to be the factor. Book is important thing to provide you knowledge, except
your personal teacher or lecturer. You discover good news or update in relation to something by book. A
substantial number of sorts of books that can you choose to use be your object. One of them is A Corner of
the World.
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